
 
THE HOLY HASTE OF MARY 

“Mary set out at that time and went as quickly as she could to a town  

in the hill country of Judah” (Lk 1:39) 

At that time... 

When the angel Gabriel appeared to Mary, bringing her the good news of the incarnation, he also told her 

about the miraculous pregnancy of Elisabeth. The angel didn’t bring any specific message about the matter 

from God. He didn’t ask her to go and help her cousin. He simply passed on the information, confident that it 

was enough. Later, Mary would do precisely the same thing at the Wedding at Cana: “They have no more 

wine” (Jn 2:3). There too, Mary asked for nothing. She limited herself to informing Jesus, confident that it 

was enough.  

God didn’t need to give instructions to Mary. To Mary, God’s slightest wish, His tiniest suggestion, was a 

command. Mary lived to do the will of God, not only in great things and the important decisions of life, but 

also in the smallest details – and to do it without hesitation. Her immense love is evident in this.  

At that time... 

When God asks us something truly big, we’re more likely to be prepared to say "yes".  Like on our wedding 

day, the day of our confirmation or on the day we make our solemn commitment to be a Family of Cana. And 

that’s what happens when life throws the difficult moral dilemmas or very serious problems at us. They’re 

decisions we think through and allow mature because they can change the course of our lives. 

But it’s not always like that. Sometimes the Lord’s suggestions are subtle – a movement of His hand, a look 

in His eye. Sometimes they’re just details. The amount of time available to take a decision can be just a few 

seconds. In his Apostolic Exhortation on the call to holiness, Rejoice and be glad, Pope Francis gives us the 

example: “This holiness to which the Lord calls you will grow through small gestures. Here is an example: a 

woman goes shopping, she meets a neighbour and they begin to speak, and the gossip starts. But she says in 

her heart: “No, I will not speak badly of anyone”. This is a step forward in holiness. Later, at home, one of 

her children wants to talk to her about his hopes and dreams, and even though she is tired, she sits down and 

listens with patience and love. That is another sacrifice that brings holiness. Later she experiences some 

anxiety, but recalling the love of the Virgin Mary, she takes her rosary and prays with faith. Yet another path 

of holiness. Later still, she goes out onto the street, encounters a poor person and stops to say a kind word to 

him. One more step.” (No. 16) 

Mary set out... 

As soon as she recognised the unspoken wish of her Lord, Mary set out. Setting out has been a basic action of 



 
believers ever since the time of Abraham. No-one is truly Christian if they do not set out on a journey. If we 

look back upon our lives and see that today we have the same lifestyle, the same type of choices, the same 

way of thinking, the same venial sins and the same attitude towards problems that we had two years ago, or 

ten years ago, we will realise that we are not journeying. Because when we make a journey we gradually leave 

one place to arrive at another. We leave behind worldly things for heavenly things, and our lives will have to 

reflect that. And what happiness we discover when, looking back, we discover that today we take pleasure in 

things that didn’t enchant us before and feel distaste now for other things that attracted us in the past! What 

happiness when, looking back, we find that now we have less time for ourselves and more time for God and 

our brothers and sisters! And then yes, we find ourselves on the journey to Heaven. 

... and went as quickly as she could 

Big decisions require time for discernment and composure to think. Hurriedness is not a virtue. But if we want 

to be able to take these small quick decisions and respond with a “yes” to the slightest wishes of the Lord, we 

need the haste of Mary. Some opportunities are unique and if we don’t say “yes” quickly, we’ll say “no” 

calmly. Because letting the opportunity pass is saying “no”. “No” is so often nothing more than a lack of a 

“yes” at the right moment, the lack of the “holy haste” of Mary. So “no’s” make us stop on our journey.  

The “holy haste” of Mary translates today as a culture of punctuality and readiness. For us, that punctuality 

and readiness need to be practiced as a family and as a family of families in our meetings and retreats. It’s not 

easy. To be punctual by ourselves is one thing, but to be punctual as a family is another. To respond readily to 

the personal suggestions of the Lord is one thing, but to bring our family to respond is not the same. Yet 

holiness also means making this effort of being attentive to detail and responding “yes” to the Lord to His 

slightest desires.  

Committment  

Here’s a challenge for this month. Can we imitate the “holy haste” of Mary? Can we be punctual in getting up 

in the morning and going to bed at night? Can we be punctual for mealtimes, study, play and prayer, in going 

out and in coming home? Shall we, as a family, respond “yes” to the small things, the details suggested to us 

by the Lord with the same love and the same intensity that we respond thoughtfully to the big things and to 

His explicit commands?  

May Mary, the Lady of holy haste help us in this journey of holiness! Amen. Aleluia! 
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